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By June Crebbin, Kay Hiatt

HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Dog Rocks!: Band 01b Pink
B/Band 10 White, June Crebbin, Kay Hiatt, Dog and Cat are both thirsty, but neither is able to reach
the shallow water in the bowl. Find out what happens when Dog thinks of a clever plan. This funny
retelling of the Aesop's fable The Crow and the Pitcher is written by June Crebbin. *Collins Big Cat
Phonics Progress books are specifically designed for struggling readers, giving them age-
appropriate texts that they can read, building their confidence and fostering positive attitudes
towards reading. This title has a text level of Band 1B / Pink B, which offers emergent readers
simple, predictable text, and an interest level of Band 10 / White. *Text type: A traditional story *A
story map on pages 14 to 15 ensures children can recap the story and discuss each stage.
*Curriculum links: Science, Citizenship.
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ReviewsReviews

A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e-- Gusta ve Moor e

Thorough guide! Its such a very good go through. It is really simplified but surprises in the 50 % from the ebook. You will like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn
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